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ABSTRACT
Explainability has become a dominant aspect of developing
more accountable AI systems. But for AI to be more
accountable, we as designers must also reflect on our own
positioning—including aspects of ourselves that are difficult
or impossible to fully explain, yet still influence our design
processes. Just as designers develop explainable AI, we explore
how AI can be used to develop the unexplainable designer
through documenting our creation and use of a machine
learning-generated tarot deck. Alongside design researchers,
we consider the promise of such machine learning-generated
artifacts for self-reflection on our creative and collaborative
roles—and our responsibilities—when designing AI systems,
and we discuss how the artifact sparked acts of inspiriting, a
process of bringing the ineffable (back) into our engagements
with machine learning systems.
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Introduction
With increasing attention paid to the role of
interpretability and explainability in machine learning
systems, the field of design research is searching for
new and different tools for design accountability [39].
Imagine you get a Facebook ad selling you a dream
journal. Why? Explainable AI1 claims to help spell out
how the algorithm came up with that product based
on the data it collects on your online behavior (e.g.
posting on “How to Keep A Dream Journal” forums and
Facebook groups) [12].
But making an algorithm understandable does little to
account for the designers’ situation or status. Reflecting
on the situation of the designer, this paper uses
combined design inquiry and autobiographical design
to creatively rethink the question of AI explainability. In
particular, we ask: how might a reflective arts tradition
help us embrace unexplainablity in AI design?
To explore this question, we describe our process
of developing and using a machine learning (ML)generated deck of tarot cards. Tarot is a tool for
reflection and divination often composed of 78 cards,
each connected with an archetype and associated
story. Players typically pull a small number of cards
at random from the deck and use their text and
illustrations to prompt introspection and speculation
on a person’s past, present, and future. While many
people “read” tarot for others, some use it as a
mode of self-reflection [17]. In our process, we draw
from an emerging tradition of tarot-based design
research (e.g., the Tarot Cards of Tech [2] and Instant

Archetypes [48]) and speculative futuring [15] (e.g.,
The Oracle for Transfeminist Technologies [29]) to
explore the use of machine-generated cards among
design researchers. We describe the development of
the deck, the first author, Caitie’s, own practices using
the deck themself over the course of several weeks, and
our work with collaborators during a speculative tarot
reading session and exhibition.
This project makes two main contributions to design
research. First, we extend conversations on design for
divination [5] to illustrate the imaginative role AI can
play in supplementing and shaping speculative futuring
practices. This process involves prompting designers to
make creative interpretations of AI’s surreal, unsettling,
and cryptic imagery. Second, we shift debates on AI
explainability from a focus on transparency/opacity
[9,43] toward ineffability [7]. This work involves putting
a growing tradition of AI art [11] and experimentation
[22] in conversation with design research to expose the
creative value of unexplainability within design practices.
Third, we show how AI can be used as a generative tool
for reflection on designers’ roles and responsibilities
when creating and using AI.

In this pictorial, we refer to both artificial intelligence (AI) and
machine learning (ML). ML is considered to be a subset of AI [19].
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“One

of the most useful things

I’ve learned about Tarot is
that you need to practice different ideas. That’s because
the nature of the Tarot is
that each card represents a
particular part of your life.”
— The Nine of Wands from ML Tarot deck

The ml Tarot
Card Deck
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Related Work
REFLECTION & TAROT
Reflection has emerged as a central practice of ethical design.
Some groups such as the Creative Reactive Lab [45] and
the Design Justice Network [46] have released workbooks
that challenge designers to explore their assumptions and
limitations. Others have adopted existing platforms such as
board games [18] and card decks [29] that promote reflection
on difficult topics. Still others turn to spiritual practices
connected with meditation and other-worldly divination [5].
Within this range of work, the medium of tarot has made a
notable appearance. Tarot’s imagery, or archetype, tends to
come in one of two kinds: Major Arcana and Minor Arcana.
The Major Arcana represents “universal” archetypes that can
signal major life events or important messages that the reader
should take note of. The Minor Arcana has four different suits
which have different properties and represent aspects of one’s
daily life. Pentacles are often associated with professional
life; Swords are often associated with rationality; Wands are
often associated with passion; and Cups are often associated
with emotions and feelings. Each of the suits connects with a
narrative. If someone draws the Two of Pentacles, for example,
they might interpret that they are starting out on their work
journey. If they draw a Ten of Pentacles, they could interpret
that they’ve made good progress.
Among design researchers, tarot has worked as a metaphor:
inspiring those making design decisions to first reflect on the
embedded cultural scripts, structural effects, and potential
unintended consequences perpetuated by their work.
Researchers have used customized tarot cards in tandem with
their design process. This work has involved creating space for
collective reflection [33], prompting researchers to consider
unintended harms [2], and raising awareness of systemic
and structural concerns beyond the product cycle, such as
municipal investment or the unevenly felt consequences of
climate emergencies [20].
In tandem, people who regularly use tarot cards have begun to
design the decks themselves—using tarot activity as a means of
artistic expression. As of February 2022, over a one thousand
tarot deck projects have been listed on Kickstarter.com, with

the most funded tarot deck project receiving over 1.4 million
USD in funding [47]. Despite its normative and wide-ranging
usage, tarot offers opportunities for transgression and nonnormative self-making. Media artist and scholar Hong-An
(Ann) Wu [41] describes tarot as a technology that has been
taken up by social justice activists for prefiguration: “Various
Tarot practitioners have reclaimed the pictorial images in
decks and the language in guidebooks to prefigure a world
where the lives, experiences, and knowledge of the poor,
colonized, LGBTQIA, Black, Indigenous, Brown, people of
color, and people with disabilities are not only centered and
legitimized but also cherished and celebrated.” People use
tarot as a refusal of Western epistemologies [41,42] and a way
of looking to “different epistemologies to forge and inhabit a
different world” [41]. For example, Marcelitte Failla describes
Black tarot as refocusing Eurocentric tarot on ancestral
connection, intimacy, and resiliency: “Practitioners employing
Black tarot cultivate moments of resilience, not a static state
of innate being, but instead, they access feelings of optimism,
clarity, flexibility, and self-control.” [13] In Wu’s personal
reflections on her experience with tarot readings, tarot is a
“technology of care” that helps tarot readers focus on “the
project of making reality” [41]. We interweave these practices
of tarot-inspired design and designing-tarot to explore the
driving concerns around algorithmic explainability.
EXPLAINABLE AI & THE INEFFABLE
Algorithmic explainability tends to refer to a process of making
the decisions a model makes understandable, as well as the
work of accounting for the model development as a whole [9].
Explainability tools are post-hoc models created with the goal
of helping people develop deep understandings of a system’s
internal logic and mechanisms; whereas interpretability is
seen as a quality that is designed into a system [24,26]. Often
explainability tools are seen as opening the “black box”
of algorithmic systems to provide opportunities for human
oversight [39] (and, in some cases, can be designed to
support contestability [32]), although some researchers have
pushed back against the idea that algorithmic systems need
to be black boxed at all and, instead, should be designed for
interpretability to begin with [35,36].
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Prior work has articulated the importance of looking at
algorithmic opacity within a framework of intentionality,
technical (il)literacy, and technical usability [9]. Across this
analysis, positionality matters when the people creating the
algorithms are also deciding what explainability means and for
whom [10]. Within a landscape of increasingly ubiquitous data
extraction, it can be challenging to to grasp who gets to be
explainable (or unexplainable) to whom [23,31], and to trace
how un/explainability changes across contexts and time [34].
A parallel body of work has examined the promise of ineffable
design—exploring the sensory-driven engagement of aesthetic
experience [7]. The challenge of designing for what cannot
be fully understood, traced, or captured requires paying
attention to emotional awareness [7], open dialogue [28],
and impracticalities [38]. Amid calls for transparency [30]
and usability [1] of AI design and documentation, ineffable
design draws designers to the ill-defined and opaque, and
prompts exploration of the unknown. When thinking about
the difficulty of this exploration, we drew inspiration from poet
and performer Sophie Fenella Robins [14], who wrote: “I write
to perform ineffability, not describe an ineffable experience”.
Rather than attempting to explain the ineffable in this pictorial,
we sought to understand it through the performance of tarot
design and tarot reading.
In the pages that follow, we explore the important but underexamined connections between explainability and ineffable
design. What kinds of insights can we generate when we
embrace the unexplainable? And how might one, in the words
of performance studies scholar Betina Judd, “open oneself to
possibility beyond the effable—to place oneself relentlessly
in the curious space of spiritual inquiry.” We take particular
inspiration from Bettina Judd’s reflections on the automatic
and spirit writing of poet Lucille Clifton. “Automatic writing is a
technology that produces effects that re-embody and inspirit,”
she explains [22]. To explore the process of inspiriting, she
brings a tradition of speaking in tongues from her Pentecostal
upbringing to an AI translation experiment. “In this experiment,
I speak in tongues, transcribe it, and see if Google’s translation
software could decipher meaning. It did not, and in some sense,
it did.” From what the translation tool produces, Judd creates
poetic texts. The texts cast the process of speaking in tongues

as impossible to fully decipher or synthesize meaning. Instead of
decipherable or meaningful, the process reveals the translations
as experiential. Inspiriting then becomes a mode of foregrounding
experience, of making something difficult to comprehend still
present, felt, and known. By working in the emerging tradition
of design inquiry toward divination [5,6,16,27] and the ineffable
[7], we explore the potential of inspiriting AI.

Approach
CREATING ML TAROT
To create the ML Tarot deck, Caitie engaged in a multi-stage
process which involved using AI to generate descriptions of
the cards and then, using another AI algorithm, using those
descriptions to generate the images on the cards. They began
by generating descriptions of the cards to put in a booklet.
Tarot decks are often accompanied by booklets that help
readers interpet the cards. To generate the descriptions, Caitie
used GPT-2 (using a copy of a Collab notebook [40]), a large
language model trained on a large corpus of web pages, which
can generate human-like text. To use GPT-2, the AI must first be
provided some text, and it will then use this text to predict what
words should follow. Caitie provided it with short lightly edited
descriptions of cards from tarot.com. These sentences from
tarot.com included information about the traditional imagery
on the cards and/or the traditional meaning of the cards.
GPT-2 used these sentences to generate longer texts. For each
card, Caitie used GPT-2 to generate multiple descriptions (in
total, about 132 thousand words) and then for each card, they
selected the description with the most “imaginative” imagery,
narrative, or writing style. To generate the images shown on
each card, they fed key words or quotes from these descriptions
into nightcafe.studio [44] using their VQGAN+CLIP algorithm.
This algorithm can generate images based from text prompts.
In some cases, Caitie generated multiple images before picking
ones that were the most evocative and representative of the
textual aesthetic of the descriptions. Lastly, Caitie created a
booklet with the AI-generated descriptions and printed cards
with the AI-generated images. All blockquotes in this pictorial
come from the GPT-2 generated card descriptions.

STUDYING ML TAROT
To examine ML Tarot, we conducted two experiments in
reading: (1) Caitie’s own reflections on the design and use of
the card deck over several weeks; and (2) a collective reading
session with six design researchers.
For the self-reflections, Caitie used the ML Tarot cards for
3-card readings for themself and wrote down their reflections
on those readings in a journal over the course of several weeks.
They displayed the cards, guide booklet, and some of the
journal entries as part of an art exhibition during fall 2021.
For the reading session, we gathered a group of design
researchers who have expertise in critical examinations of and
creations with AI on a video call with a PDF version of the card
deck2. While most of the researchers were familiar with tarot
and had done tarot readings before, a couple of them were
new to the medium. After explaining how tarot works and how
Caitie does readings, Caitie introduced the researchers to the
process of creating the ML Tarot cards. They illustrated how
the deck was generated and generated a new card together in
a demo. We then asked each of them to use a random number
generator to pick out tarot cards and do their own readings.
We then wrote down personal reflections and discussed them
as a group. All people who are quoted or paraphrased in
this pictorial gave their explicit permission for us to do so, as
well as expressed their preferences for anonymity, following
co-creation principles [8]. This range of reflections point to
deeply personal accounts of the visual and its role in crafting
different points of inflection for design research, AI, and life.
2

A PDF of the booklet can be found here, which readers can use it to do their
own readings with the ML Tarot deck if they wish.
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ml Tarot
THE HIEROPHANT - PAST
ML Tarot is a card deck for reflection and divination composed
of ML-generated text and images. To understand a reading with
ML tarot, consider the following 3-card example wherein the
second author of this pictorial, Daniela, selected three cards
(representing past, present, and future) and reflected on the
ML-generated visuals.

The face asks or maybe invites me to consider mutability —the changing
nature of memory and what seems at first so stable and complete; never
quite so. How the moving parts are also reflections of ourselves, of
myself. The backdrop of memory is soft and scrambled, hard to interpret
but also familiar. I think of the childhood friendships that stare into my
insides, that wait to be addressed, known, pieced together again. They
might be faint memories—the Sega game we played together in the living
room when no one was watching. Getting picked up and feeling the chill
between our parents. How those memories change and fold into the
creases of the pillow I sleep on.
ACE OF SWORDS - PRESENT
So much hierarchy in this image. The wall becomes a series of steps. I’m
a small figure on the right, climbing higher, even reaching out to find
something - but unclear what I find or where I find it. The only certainty is
in the thing existing out there. It’s just reachable, and maybe slightly out
of step. It’s taunting - a hot glowing ball across the cool blue landscape.
But then below is something domestic and plant-like, maybe the silly
planter from IKEA. I can’t tell if I’m so far away from the domesticity or if
it’s always anchoring me. How far do I get from the IKEA planter when
I don’t know what’s coming but I know it’s contrasting with what’s here?
THE TOWER - FUTURE
The landscape has a misty quality. It’s a blue sky but the water color
character makes it seem hazy and serene. I’m in the image but only as
an on looker. I want to look at the bright pink light below, but my focus
is drawn to the tower in the sky. Maybe the tower holds some kind of
secret. Clouds stretch out from its side, as if showing a different world.
Could there be some kind of different existence in the future waiting.
No people are in the space but maybe they exist in the warm, in the red
light. The sky reminds me of water, familiar waters that I spend time with
my family during summers. The building in the front — institutional and
high contrast — is the most present but least interesting. It doesn’t need
to be the destination. It might distract, but won’t call me there. Maybe the
card is letting me leave institutional support and career. Letting me float.
Imagine and wonder.
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First Author Readings: AI for Reflection
Caitie originally created the ML Tarot deck to explore how bias
impacts the generation of the images in tarot cards and their
descriptions—both the bias of the machine learning itself and
of the traditional tarot depictions (i.e., the Smith-Rider-Waite
deck, published in 1909), which were highly gendered and had
colorist descriptions (e.g., that people with certain complexions
had specific personality traits). The bias of GPT-2 was evident
in the many generated descriptions of video games and anime.
These types of descriptions were largely discarded in favor of
more descriptions that tapped into more mystical qualities.
The bias of the generated images is partially displayed in the
predominately “Western” art styles that the generator chose to
use and of the pale skin tones. And lastly, when we do a reading,
we often use our own biases to understand what we are seeing,
layered on top of an artist and writer’s visions. However, Caitie
quickly found that beyond an exploration of bias, the ML tarot
was a tool for reflection as well.
Caitie keeps a tarot journal and uses tarot to regularly reflect on
their life experience. But using ML Tarot prompted additional
reflections that related to their identity as much as the tool.
Consider the following vignette, when Caitie examines the process of building the deck.
When I began creating this deck, I felt some anxiety because I didn’t think of myself as a “creative” person, but I
felt as though something had possessed me to work on the
deck. I put long hours in, incessantly tinkering with it, and
sometimes just sitting with it and reflecting on it. Rather
than directly design the cards, I made decisions about
which of the generated texts to use for each of the card
descriptions, which phrases to use to generate the images,
and which of the generated images to use for the card.
Over time, I began to see machine learning as a generative way for me to explore my creativity, or even recognize
a creative potential in myself.

They spent time tinkering with the website that generated the images, inputting different phrases until images were generated
that externalized the feelings that each card description evoked
for them. For most of the cards, they quoted the GPT-2 generated
texts, often using more abstract phrases or full sentences to generate the images. For example, the Eight of Cups used the sentence
“It’s the person that will choose death over love.”, which generated
an image of a heart balloon floating over a graveyard and shrouded
figures. They reflected:
When I did readings, my own curation of machine learning
generated outputs was reflected back at me. When others did
readings with the deck, they also had a window into my states
of mind when I created the deck–and they filtered their own experiences through them. Similarly, does using AI to generate
images reflect back the “self” of the AI/ML?
Coming back to these cards over the coming weeks, their meanings shifted every time they were drawn. They largely drew from the
textual descriptions of each cards to guide their interpretation, but
the visuals inspired a reading of the emotional quality of each card.
In each reading the same card could tell a different story as it was
put in conversation with other cards and contextualized in spreads
designed to answer different kinds of questions. They found that
the images and textual descriptions of the ML Tarot cards could be
adapted for multiple purposes and could provide insight into different kinds of phenomena. While this quality of shifting interpretations is not unique to ML-generated tarot decks, it opens up a space
for reflection on different aspects of both oneself and of ML, which
our design researcher colleagues demonstrated in their readings.
Unlike Caitie’s focus on bias and labor, these reflections highlighted
other qualities of ML such as possibilities for collaborative meaning-making and prefigurative design.

By working with ML, Caitie realized the number of decisions required within a process so often hidden or presumed ‘automatic.’ The curation of data, the development of training models,
the adjustment and revision of the algorithm, each constituted
a particular form of creative labor and contributed to the process of card development.
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Reading Session: Reflecting on AI
Within the reading session, our six design research colleagues
brought a range of reflections and understandings to the cards.

“You

can feel your own

energy being moved forward
by the magic of the moment,
your own imagination.”

AI as Lively, Lyrical and Poetic
Several researchers noticed themselves initially skeptical of the
deck’s AI foundations, only to find themselves leaning into the
process of interpretation. “I expected to be a lot more resistant
to the content of the cards (my own bias against generated
content, I guess) but found it surprisingly lyrical and relevant…
it didn’t feel like it was locking me into a meaning or like there
was an ‘interpretation’ I was after, it was more playful.” Another
researcher drew The Seven of Cups, a card pointing to multiple
options and opportunities, and commented: “This time it
also felt like a collaboration with AI-generated media, and I
loved that!” Experimenting with the bounds of interpretation,
they later observed, “interpretation will always work with
whatever elements you give it. In that sense, perhaps a tarot
deck is the best use case for AI-generated art, which is formally
sound but always incoherent (to some degree).” In its flexible
interpretations, several readers saw something lively and poetic
endemic to machine learning systems.

—The Seven of Cups from ML Tarot deck

The Seven of Cups
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Dialogues and Collaboration with AI
During our post-reading discussion, readers considered the trail of
AI development and their role in it. “Interesting that you used the
AI generated content to drive the other AI generated content,” one
remarked when faced with The Hermit, a card whose description
in the ML Tarot booklet suggests a phase of introspection: “I
imagine that for the ancient person the light might represent
the now hidden vital force in their life, the moment in which their
strength and vitality is building, or for the ancient person, a kind
of spring that comes from the heart, producing a sense of wellbeing and well-being itself“. Depicted as a block of wood with light
glowing from within, the Hermit’s desire for looking inward came
across as dreamlike and even absurd. Using AI as a tool to reflect
on their thought processes, our research colleagues reflected on
how meaning-making felt like a dialogue or collaboration with
the chain of AIs that generated the cards. They wondered what it
means to make meaning from an AI.
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The Hermit

AI for Prompting Emergent Visual-Textual Meanings
For those drawn to the visual material, a surrealism marked
the imagery. “I found both the images and the text to be
very interesting. I enjoyed the dialogues between them, and
how they allowed me to triangulate my own meaning,” a
reader observed. While some researchers spent more time
with the image than the text, others felt compelled to the
text. “The text drew me in,” said one researcher who pulled
The Hanged Man, a card that typically represents ultimate
sacrifice or suspension in time. They discussed the intricacies
of perfection, and how perfectionism is not always harmful.
In another instance, looking closely at the text and image in
The Seven of Cups, a paint-like rendering of a still life within
a room reminiscent of work by Spanish artist Salvador Dalí,
exposed a certain semantic flexibility. “There are a number
of ways we can relate to this card,” the card reads, reflecting
the reader’s own views of the illusive quality of the analysis.
“Maybe making your own decks could unlock different
futures,” they explained.

The Two of Wands
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“The

Perfectionist in his

dream suggests that he is
here in a quiet room where
he thinks he is alone. In
reality he is in a large
room full of people.”
— The Hanged Man from ML Tarot deck
Reading New Potentials & Imagining Otherwise with AI
Readers noticed missing context and glitches pervading the
text and imagery, but also observed that they supported
a certain imaginative thinking. “I think in this case, the
nonsensical nature and the gaps that often comes from
generated text was actually a strength in opening up
spaces for themes and poetry and spacious interpretation/
association,” one reader exclaimed. In some cases, the
flawed text raised questions of gender. One researcher
shared: “I know you haven’t been text editing, but I wonder
about mass replacing to use gender neutral pronouns across
the deck; ‘he or she’ feels excluding.” Another researcher
took issue with typical cards. “It’s hard to take tarot sincerely
when it doesn’t respect particulars of your personhood, they
reflected. During their reading, their attention landed on The
King of Wands, a card visually represented by a dragon-life
form emerging from a pale and desolate grassy landscape.
The accompanying description reads: “...a centuries old
misconception in some cultures that the first King was a
queen.” Reflecting on these words, the researcher, observed,
“
Even though [the cards] are using she/her or he/him
[pronouns] they don’t match the way you expect it to. Maybe
there’s some kind of weirdness with this Tarot [deck] that
might be able to be imagined otherwise.” They identified a
certain potential within the flawed reproduction of gender
binaries and mixed gender identities.

The Hanged Man
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Discussion
Our experiments have so far illustrated opportunities for
using AI to produce different modes of reflection using AI/
ML systems. During our development of ML Tarot, we took
inspiration from prior work [5], and from a strong tradition of
critical media arts practice [11,22], to assess the value that the
unexplained holds. In particular, we questioned the potential
of bringing AI into a creative process of critique. While we
began by exploring critical reflections made possible with
and thorough machine learning systems, with time our work
exposed a reflective quality to AI that was in place all along.
Just as designers help create explainable AI, might AI help
nurture unexplainable designers?
In closing, we consider how this project used AI to prompt us, as
designers, to reflect on three aspects of ourselves.
Echoed Selves: In our own practice and reading session, we
noticed the cards push us to notice features of our interpretive
tools that might be different. Why does the sky turn to gold?
When does a gender binary breakdown? Seeing tarot cards
less as tools to design things or reflect and more as a means
to develop a process or set of habits for reflecting on echoes
of ourselves as well as the intimate and personal (even,
spiritual) dimensions of the design process–our responsibilities,
biases, strengths, and situated knowledges. Tapping into our
spiritualities could be generative and speculative. As Judd notes
about her experiment with Google Translate, “The technology
of Google Translate continues to plug away, to create meaning,
but always misses the mark.” [22] AI is unable to comprehend
the spiritual, and yet it inspired something spiritual for Caitie.
Creative Selves: The process helped us to reflect on our role as
creators and the ways AI/ML asks us to give up some control
over what we create–and what that diffusion of creativity
means for locating accountability in AI/ML systems. And this
project also highlighted that designers in these sociotechnical
systems are not without creative agency. We spend a lot of time
talking about AI as curators (e.g. [25]). Perhaps we need to
spend more time talking about humans as curators of AI. While
argumentation around human accountability in AI systems is
hardly new [3], it struck Caitie as more potent once they had
experienced firsthand how designers make intentional creative
choices when using AI.

Conclusion
Ineffable Selves: During the reading sessions, we began
to think of the process of inspiriting AI as a way of sharing
ineffable qualities of ourselves with others. Readings
unfolded in a dialogue between our creative selves–Caitie as
the person who created the cards and the design researchers
as people who made sense of how the cards fit together to
explain aspects of their lives. Was this also a dialogue with
AI? And was Caitie acting in some way as a “voice” for the
AI? This project raised more questions than answers about
the importance of trying to share ineffable experiences.
We see these three aspects of self-knowing as generative
approaches for reflecting on when (not) to create AI [4,25]
and our responsibilities to both communities and to ourselves
as designers. Reflecting on Betina Judd’s writing on selfknowing and self-making [22], we find ourselves wondering if
developing ML tools is always a form of trying to understand
oneself. Are we trying to make sense of selves through the
lens of an unknowable other? Maybe we are trying to know
and make ourselves through the creator of an AI, a genre
we might never fully know or understand. In the case of ML
Tarot, interpretability never fully explains the cards’ ineffable
aesthetic experience. But working with ML Tarot makes this
ineffability tangible. We cannot explain the imprecise way
that AI works, we can only absorb its imprecision.
We see possibilities for using other datasets (e.g., a corpus
of poetry) and other algorithms (e.g., gpt-3) for generating
different tarot card decks and tangible artifacts. Even starting
from a card deck other than the Smith-Rider-Waite deck could
further support the potential of AI for “imagining otherwise.”
Alternative card decks could also help design researchers use
this process of self-reflection within a range of contexts: on
aspects of themselves that often remain unexplored in the
design process; on the creative qualities of AI/ML systems; and
on the relationships and accountabilities between designers
and AI systems. While we have positioned ineffability as an
alternative to explainability, we think this work could also
complement efforts to make AI systems explainable. We could
imagine using ML to generate explanatory artifacts, similar
to model cards. If we view these artifacts as manifestations of
inspirited AI, then they could be used for inquiry into how AI
systems perceive, explain, and reflect on themselves.
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When AI makes decisions, it abstracts and approximates
[21] and uses abductive reasoning [37] to generate a best
guess. Tarot might suggest we give AI too much authority
when we talk about its (un)knowability. Our experiments with
tarot help shift AI developments from a paradigm of cultural
extraction to one of cultural production. This transition
involves subverting the removal of data by corporate actors
without consent from those the data describe or to whom
they belong and, instead, using corporate data to cultivate
new and different creative artifacts and collective practices.
Through slow engagements with tarot alone and together, we
illustrated the fraught but also generative character of AI to
nurture diverse practices of self-reflection and future-making.
Seeking to know and make ourselves through ML Tarot
exposed the importance of the unknowable. We struggled
with how to express the importance of this unknowability
to others through this text. And indeed, ineffability has a
relational quality–it is through trying to describe something
ineffable that the limits of what is explainable about our own
experiences are made visible [14]. With ML Tarot, readings
become a dialogue between the AI/ML and ourselves, which
surface ineffable aspects of our situated experiences and
situations, but can never be fully explained.
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